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Sample quick screener question

Users can estimate their income by selecting an income range. The range is dynamically calculated based on eligibility rules. The screener is anonymous.
Sample quick screener results

Questions and program results are configurable. Content is written for a 6th grade reading level.
Sample application screens

The system displays questions only for the applications selected. Duplicate questions are not asked.
Sample consumer dashboard screens

Consumers can create accounts to apply, renew, and view application status.
Consumers can be sent requests to upload verification documents. The system asks only for the documents required for each person/program combination.
Assisters can track applications and statuses for case management. The modules displayed on the dashboard are configurable.
Sample assister case overview

Assisters can find information about the people they serve in the person overview. This screen is a concept developed for the LA County Transition Aged Youth (TAY) Hub demo.